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Abstract
A joint trust and risk model is introduced for federated cloud services. The model is based on cloud service
providers’ performance history. It addresses provider and consumer concerns by relying on trusted third
parties to collect soft and hard trust data elements, allowing for continuous risk monitoring in the cloud. The
negative and positive tendencies in performance are differentiated and the freshness of the historic data is
considered in the model. It addresses aleatory uncertainty through probability distributions and static
stochastic simulation. An analytical insight into the model is also provided through the numerical analysis by
Monte-Carlo simulation.
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Background
New cloud services and architectures are introduced
every day, and cloud service providers (CSP) begin federating cloud services as cloud service mashups [3, 7–10,
22–24, 55]. A cloud service mashup (CSM) comprises
multiple cloud services of various delivery models (i.e.,
Iaas, PaaS or SaaS) for providing a composite service,
and can be in one of the following structures:
 Intra data-center: All the cloud services in the fan-in

of a CSM (i.e., the services that compose the CSM)
are co-located in the same data center.
 Inter data-centre: The cloud services in the fan-in of
a CSM are located in multiple data centres owned
by the same CSP.
 Inter cloud service provider: The cloud services in
the fan-in of a CSM are located in multiple data
centres owned by multiple CSPs.
We call intra data-centre and inter data-centre mashups as internal and inter CSP mashups as external CSM.
The outsourcing model of CSM presents economic and
technological advantages. However, it also impacts on data
governance, as risks and compliance management are delegated to third parties. The security practices of these
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third parties may not be visible to cloud customers (CCs),
raising the question about the accountability of service
providers when processing data in highly dynamic and
heterogeneous environments. Accountability regards the
data stewardship regime in which organisations that are
entrusted with personal and business confidential data are
responsible and liable for processing, sharing, storing and
using the data according to the contractual and legal constraints from the time it is collected until when the data is
destroyed [47].
CCs need to trust that their CSP secure the CC data,
and to provide the quality of service (QoS) and grade of
service (GoS), i.e., service level objectives (SLO) agreed in
service level agreements (SLA). Hence, both CC and CSP
take risk. The risk taken by CCs is that their operations
may be hampered due to service outages, security or privacy breaches. The risk for CSPs is two folded: They may
not be able to fulfil SLOs agreed in an SLA, and therefore
face penalties and loose reputation. Secondly, a CSP may
also be a CC for the services provided by the other clouds
in a CSM, and therefore CSPs are also subject to the risks
similar to the ones taken by CCs.
There are various models developed to analyse and to
assess the risks and the trustworthiness of information
systems and services. We provide a short survey on
them in Section “Related work and definitions”. To the
best of our knowledge, there is not a quantitative risk
and trust model which is based on the CSP performance
data and can be used for internal and external CSM. In
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this paper, we introduce a new quantitative and stochastic scheme called joint risk and trust model (JRTM) for
CSMs. JRTM is based on the definitions made by
“Accountability for Cloud and Other Future Internet
Services” (A4Cloud), which was a large European
Union Framework Seven Project with partners from
academia (i.e., law, data science and computer science
departments) and industry. A4Cloud contacted with
many stakeholders including users and organizations, such
as, Cloud Security Alliance to determine and to verify the
risk and trust parameters and their inter-relations. JRTM
is a product of the A4Cloud Project and provides a quantitative scale to analyse the risk and trust jointly.
JRTM is based on a stochastic process, and therefore addresses uncertainty. It uses observations that
we call evidence to assess the risk and to build trust
for a CSP. These observations are in abstract level
such that the details about threats, vulnerabilities,
CSP architectures and security schemes are not
needed for the risk assessment. Hence, JRTM is low
cost, scalable and practical. JRTM depends on historic
data collected by a trust as a service (TaaS) provider,
a trusted third party, who makes recommendations
about the trustworthiness of a CSM. TaaS approach
helps overcoming barriers due to the lack of transparency. The level of risks acceptable for a CSM is defined by the TaaS Provider and CC together. CC also
provides several parameters that influence the effects
of the historic data to the results of the model based
on the freshness and the tendency of the data (i.e., if
it changes in negative or positive direction).
Both risk and trust have been extensively studied in
various contexts for hundreds of years. Risk management, and specifically risk assessment for IT has also
been a hot research topic for several decades [25, 32].
On the other hand, modelling risk and trust for cloud
computing and associating it with the notion of accountability has attracted researchers only recently [29, 46]. In
Section “Related work and definitions”, we provide a
short survey on these recent risk and trust modelling related work. In the same section, we also give some definitions for the terms that we refer later. We explain the
details about our new model, JRTM, in Section “Joint
trust and risk model for cloud service mashups”. We
analyse the sensitivity of JRTM against several engineering parameters by using the results from our simulation
based experiments in Section “Experimental results”.
The performance of JRTM is also evaluated in the same
section. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section
“Conclusions”.

Related work and definitions
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) published a standard on Risk Management [27], ISO 31000,
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and the joint publication by ISO and The International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) complemented
ISO 31000 with the publication of ISO/IEC 31010
[19, 28] about risk assessment techniques. Both of
these standards are generic. Information Technology
(IT) Governance Institute and the Information
Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) introduced COBIT in 1996, which is a common language to communicate the goals, objectives and
results of businesses. The latest version of COBIT is
from 2013 and provides recommendations also on
enterprise risk management [26]. COBIT is a generic
framework for information technology (IT), and its
adaptation to Cloud Computing has been made for
selected cases [21]. JRTM is a quantitative risk assessment scheme specifically designed for cloud service mashups and complies with the definitions
made in all of these standards.
In its recommendations on risk assessment for cloud
computing [18], European Network and Information
Security Agency (ENISA) provides a list of relevant incident scenarios, assets and vulnerabilities. It suggests
estimating the level of risk on the basis of likelihood of a
risk scenario mapped against the estimated negative impact, which is the common approach for the risk formulation in the literature [4, 11, 12, 27, 28, 32]. Although
ENISA’s recommendations are specific for cloud approach, it is a generic framework that does not provide a
way to map the specifics of CSPs and CCs to the 35 risk
scenarios listed in the report [18]. This risk assessment
by ENISA is based on a qualitative inductive risk model.
Another qualitative inductive scheme is by “The
Commission nationale de l’informatique et des libertés”
(CNIL), in English “The French National Commission on
Informatics and Liberty” [12] more recently. CNIL’s
methodology is similar to the one by ENISA with the
following differences: It is a risk assessment focused on
privacy risks in cloud computing. It also recommends
measures to reduce the risks and assess the residual
privacy risks after the application of these measures.
However, it is still generic and does not differentiate
CSPs or CCs. JRTM is also a risk assessment scheme
similar to ENISA’s assessment and CNIL’s report.
However, it is not generic for cloud approach as ENISA
and CNIL methodologies but for a specific cloud service
mashup and a CC. Another difference is that JRTM is
dynamic (i.e., not a fixed risk assessment for cloud concept), quantitative and based on historic data.
Cloud Security Alliance Cloud Assessment Initiative
Questionnaire (CAIQ) [13] is a questionnaire prepared
for CSPs to document the implemented security measures. It is based on the Cloud Control Matrix (CCM)
taxonomy of security controls. The questionnaire has
been answered by many CSPs, and is publicly available
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in CSA Security, Trust and Assurance Registry (STAR)
[15]. Cloud Adoption Risk Assessment Model (CARAM)
[11] is a model developed and implemented by A4Cloud
recently. CARAM is another qualitative model that
adapts the methodology and assessments made by
ENISA and CNIL to assess the risk for a given CSP-CC
pair. It is a decision support tool designed to help CCs
in selecting a CSP that fits best to their risk profile. It is
different from JRTM because it is a qualitative scheme,
and it does not use performance data related to CSPs
but the information about how CSPs implement the security measures.
A risk is the product of a threat, a vulnerability and
the consequences (i.e., the impact of an incident) [17,
20, 32], and cloud computing is subject to a long list of
threats [14] and vulnerabilities [9]. A CC has a special
challenge in risk assessment for the cloud when compared to conventional information technology (i.e., other
than cloud) customers. CSPs usually keep the locations,
architecture and details about the security of their server
farms and data centers confidential from CCs. Therefore,
it is more difficult to a CC to assess all the threats and
vulnerabilities. Additionally, CSPs have to prioritize the
issues to solve when risks are realized. A CC has to rely
on the autonomic procedures of CSP for managing the
infrastructure appropriately according to the CCs’ security dynamics, treating the CCs’ issues in a timely manner, detecting, recovering and reporting the security
incidents accurately. These uncertainties increase risk
and imply that the CCs have to trust CSP [50], and on
its certifications, without further insight into the real
time risk landscape. JRTM takes all these facts into account. For risk assessment, JRTM does not require the
details about the technical structure, vulnerabilities and
threats specific to a CSP.
Risk and trust should not be treated as related only
to security but also QoS and GoS. The centralization
and mutualization of resources reduce the costs.
However, shared resources may be congested from
time to time. Congestion control, service differentiation, user differentiation and prioritization are complex challenges especially for large clouds with high
scalability requirements. The CCs need to be assured
that their SLOs on GoS and QoS requirements are
fulfilled and their operations are not hampered due to
congested cloud resources. Providing such an assurance, measuring and guaranteeing QoS/GoS are not
trivial tasks. JRTM treats QoS and GoS related risks
within the service risk domain based on the SLOs
agreed in SLAs.
Accountability [46] and trust are concepts required to
be realized before potential CCs embrace cloud computing approach. Therefore, “trust” with cloud computing
perspective has attracted researchers recently [45, 49],
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and “trust as a service” is introduced to the cloud business model. Standardised trust models are needed for
verification and assurance of accountability, but none of
the large number of existing trust models to date is adequate for the cloud environment [34]. There are many
trust models which strive to accommodate some of the
factors defined by [35] and others [6] and there are
many trust assessment mechanisms which aim to measure them.
Definition of trust can be a starting point for modeling
it. In [39, 50], trust is defined as “the willingness of a
party to be vulnerable to the action of another party
based on the expectation that the other will perform a
particular action important to the trusting party, irrespective to the ability to monitor or control the trusted
party”. This definition does not fully capture all the dynamics of trust, such as the probabilities that the trustee
will perform a particular action and will not engage in
opportunistic behavior [45]. There are also hard and soft
aspects of trust [42, 53, 60]. Hard part of trust depends
on the security measures, such as authentication and encryption, and soft trust is based on things like brand loyalty and reputation. In [51], the authors introduce not
only security but also accountability and auditability as
elements which impact CC trust in cloud computing
and show that they can be listed among the hard aspects. In [31], SLA is identified as the only way that the
accountability and auditability of a CSP is clarified and
therefore a CSP can make CCs trust them. The conclusion is that “trust” is a complex notion to define. Although JRTM is a quantitative model, it differentiates
the soft and hard parts of the trust. To the best of our
knowledge, JRTM is the only model specifically designed
for cloud service mashups and integrates all these aspects into a practical formulation.
In [49], the CC trust to a CSP is related to the following parameters:
 Data location: CCs know where their data are

actually located.
 Investigation: CCs can investigate the status and

location of their data.
 Data segregation: Data of each CCs are separated

from the others.
 Availability: CCs can access services and their data

pervasively at any time.
 Privileged CC access: The privileged CCs, such as

system administrators, are trustworthy.
 Backup and recovery: CSP has mechanisms and

capacity to recover from catastrophic failures and
not susceptible for disasters.
 Regulatory compliance: CSP complies with
security regulations, certified for them and open
for audits.
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 Long-term viability: CSP has been performing the

required standards for a long time.
The authors in [49] statistically analyze the results of a
questionnaire answered by 72 CCs to investigate the perception of the CCs on the importance of the parameters
above. According to this analysis, backup and recovery
produces the strongest impact on a CC’s trust in cloud
computing followed by availability, privileged CC access, regulatory compliance, long-term viability and
data location. Their survey showed that data segregation and investigation have weak impact on a CC’s
trust on cloud computing. In [33], the Authors
propose giving controls to CCs, so they can monitor
the parameters explained above [49]. They categorize
these controls into five broad classes as controls on
data stored, data during processing, software, regulatory compliance and billing. The techniques that need
to be developed for these controls include remote
monitoring, prevention of access to residual data, secure outsourcing, data scrambling, machine readable
regulations and SLA, automatic reasoning about compliance, automatic collection of real time consumption data, and the capability of making your own bill.
Although these are techniques which have already
been developed for both cloud computing and the
other purposes, many CSP still need time for their
implementation, deployment and maturity. They also require quite an effort and expertise by CCs. Moreover,
using these controls for all the services in a mashup may
not always be practical. JRTM and TaaS Provider approach eliminates the requirement for the controls given
to CCs for building trust.
In [5], risk is modelled in relation with trust. The
reliability trust is defined as the probability of success
and included into the risk based decision making
process for a transaction. In [62], trust is introduced for
assessing risks on the basis of organizational setting of a
system. The trustworthiness of critical actors impacts on
the probability of a risk scenario. [62] addresses this relation. JRTM links risk and trust, too. JRTM differs from
these two models such that trust is calculated based on
the probability that a CSP can eliminate a risk scenario.
Moreover, JRTM is specifically designed for CSM while
[5, 62] are for making investment decisions and managing critical systems like an air traffic control system.
Several frameworks have been proposed to assist
users in service selection based on a variety of criteria
such as QoS performance [56, 58], trust and reputation level [38, 43, 57, 59, 61] and privacy [16, 36].
Please note again that JRTM is not a service selection
or service mashup configuration scheme. JRTM assess
the risk level for a given CSM and makes recommendation if it is below the risk level acceptable by the
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CC. JRTM can be used by a service selection scheme
similar to the ones cited in this paragraph. The main
difference of JRTM from the schemes listed above is
that JRTM makes the recommendation based on risk
and trust jointly by taking privacy, security and service risks together into account for a specific CSM.
Definitions

Before explaining JRTM in detail, we would like to introduce additional definitions for our model, and then to
clarify the setting and the environment where JRTM can
be used:
 Threat: A threat is the potential cause of an
















unwanted incident, which may result in harm to a
system, person or organization.
Vulnerability: Vulnerability is the weakness of an
asset or control that can be exploited by a
threat.
Asset: An asset is something of value to the
organization, which may be tangible (e.g., a
building, computer hardware) or intangible (e.g.,
knowledge, experience, know-how, information,
software, data).
Control: A Control prevents or reduces the
probability of a security, privacy or service incident
(preventive or deterrent control), indicates that an
incident has occurred (detective control) and/or
minimizes the damage caused by an incident, i.e.
reduces or limits the impact (corrective control).
Personal data: Personal data relate to an
individual who can be identified. The
identification of the individual does not need to
be directly. For example, there can be many
people, whose name are John and were born on a
certain date, but there may be only one John
with that birth date and working in a certain
company.
Personally identifiable information (PII): PII are data
that identify a person, such as social security
number.
Data subject: A data subject is an individual or
organization who is the subject of personal data.
Data controller: A data controller is an institution,
organizational entity or person who alone or jointly
with others determine the purposes and means of
the processing of data.
Incident: An incident is an event that results in
a security, privacy or service violation/outage;
e.g., respectively confidential data leakages after
an attack, personal data collection without
appropriate consent from the data subjects, or
data cannot be recovered after a hardware
failure.
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 Event: An event is something that creates a

vulnerability which may be exploited by a threat
to compromise someone’s asset(s). It is
important not to confuse event with incident;
For instance, losing an access badge is a security
event. If an outsider uses the lost badge to enter
a building without authorization, then it is an
incident.
 Security incident: A security incident can be
defined as a single attack or a group of attacks
that can be distinguished from other attacks by
the method of attack, identity of attackers,
victims, sites, objectives or timing, etc. It results
in the violation or imminent threat of violation of
computer security policies, acceptable use policies,
or standard security practices.
 Privacy Incident: A privacy incident can be an
intentional or unintentional violation of the
consent obtained by the data controller from the
data subjects, or a violation of the applicable data
protection regulatory framework. A privacy
incident can be the result of a security or service
incident. For example, a data controller uses data
for purposes not originally declared; an attacker
gains access to personally identifiable information
(PII); personal data is transferred to third parties
without consent.
 Service Incident - A service incident is an event
that violates the terms of service, service level
agreement, or contracts between the CC and the
CSP. It may be the result of failure (e.g. power
outage, natural disaster, hardware failure, or
human errors), attacks, or intervention of third
parties (governmental agencies or law
enforcement) preventing customers to use the
services as established via contracts, resulting in
service outages. Please note that we count the
incidents caused by denial of service (DoS)
attacks as security incidents, because their results
are service outages.
A risk is a combination of the probability/likelihood
of an incident and its impact/consequences. Since a
risk is realized when threats exploit vulnerabilities,
the probability of an incident is related to the existence of threats and vulnerabilities, as well as, the capabilities and willingness of the threats to exploit the
vulnerabilities. On the other hand, the consequences
depend on the assets owned by the subject, and it’s
security policy. In JRTM, the probability is based on
the historic data related to the CSP performance, and
the consequences are represented by means of the
maximum incident probability acceptable by the CC,
i.e., thresholds. If the impact on a data subject is high
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(i.e., the value of the assets are high), lower thresholds are set.
JRTM is designed as a risk assessment tool for TaaS
providers. A TaaS provider can be an organization
like Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) or a certification
agency in which all kinds of cloud ecosystem stakeholders are represented. Please note again that, JRTM
alone is not for composing/configuring CSM or
selecting a CSM. It assess if the risks related to a
CSM are below the acceptable risk level for a CC.
However, JRTM can also be used together with a service composition or selection tool. We explain how
to do this in the next Section.

Joint trust and risk model for cloud service
mashups
We first would like to highlight that JRTM is not an
architecture or mechanism to build trust but a model
that supports a CC to decide if a service mashup is
trustworthy enough. In other words, our model computes if the risks associated with using a CSM is below
the risk level that the CC is ready to accept. This model
can be embedded into an overarching framework such
as the one introduced in [54].
Collecting evidence for JRTM

JRTM is based on the CSP performance data collected by a TaaS provider. Evidence (i.e., performance
data) are collected (i.e., counted) for periods as shown
in Fig. 1. The length of the periods depends on the
CSP dynamics, such as the number of subscribers and
services, and may vary from the order of hours to the
order of weeks.
For collecting evidences, the TaaS providers depend on
the transparency by the CSP, i.e., the reports by the CSP.
A CSP reports every event and incident to the TaaS provider as soon as they are detected. Note that JRTM is independent from the protocol and the means for
reporting the events/incidents. This approach (i.e., CSP
transparency to a TaaS provider) is more practical comparing to the approach that recommends giving controls
to every CC [33], because:
 It is more secure for CSP comparing to the controls

given to every CC. The probability that a TaaS
provider makes use of controls to compromise the
security or the performance of a cloud is lower.
 The TaaS provider does not need to share all the
technical data with every CC. Therefore, CSP can
protect both commercially and security wise
sensitive data.
 CCs do not need to monitor or to control CSP for
every cloud service. Instead, they take a
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Fig. 1 Collecting the evidence for risks

recommendation from a third party who is an
expert on this topic.
 When TaaS providers are organizations accepted by
the cloud industry, they may act also as a quality
assurance mechanism. Therefore, accredited
certification third parties can naturally become also
a TaaS provider.
The TaaS provider approach assumes that accurate
event and incident data can be collected by the TaaS
providers. One may argue that this is not a realistic
assumption because CSPs would not share this
information with the TaaS providers. Therefore, our
model also has a penalty scheme for the CSPs that
do not report accurately. TaaS providers can detect
false or incomplete incident reports during regular
audits, triggering penalties. In addition to this, TaaS
providers can use monitoring tools similar to the
ones used for Monitoring as a Service, such as,
Amazon Cloud Watch [1], Paraleap AzuroWatch
[44], RackSpace CloudKick [48], Ganglia [37], Nagios
[40], Zabbix [63], MonALISA [41] and GridICE [2].
Finally, there are already incident reporting frameworks such as ENISA Cloud Security Incident
Reporting (CSIR) Framework [19]. A trust penalty
scheme, such as the one in JRTM, can also complement frameworks like ENISA CSIR, and enforces accurate reporting of the incidents.
JRTM is a practical and scalable scheme that requires
collection of only the following information (i.e., evidence) in every period:
 εi: the number of CCs who were subject to at least

one security event in period i

 εei: the number of CCs whose all security events

were eliminated before they become incidents in
period i
 φi: the number of CCs who were subject to at least
one privacy event in period i
 φei: the number of CCs whose all privacy events
were eliminated before they become incidents in
period i
 ρi: the number of CCs who were subject to at least
one service event in period i

 ρei: the number of CCs whose all service events are

eliminated before they prevent achieving the SLOs
defined in the SLA in period i
 ui.: the total number of CCs in period i
 D: the set of privacy event durations (i.e., the
number of time periods between the time that a
privacy event starts and the time that it is
detected)
Two bytes suffice for storing each field of information listed above except for the last field, i.e., privacy
event durations. Let’s assume that the worst case for
the privacy events occurs, which is 216 privacy
events in the last period. Then, we do not expect
larger than 128 KB of data per CSP per period. If
the periods are one day and there are 210 CSPs registered in the TaaS Provider’s database, the size of
the data that the TaaS Provider needs to collect and
store is around 128 MB, which is not much. Even if
the number of CSPs in the database increases in the
order of magnitude, the size of the data collected
daily by the TaaS Provider stays around several GB.
As implied by the evidence collected, JRTM distinguishes three types of risks: security, privacy and
service. Privacy has a difference from the other two.
It is very likely that a privacy event is not detected
when it is initiated. It is even probable that some of
them may never be detected because their effect is
not directly observable. On the other hand, the potential damage of a privacy event is higher when its
duration is longer. Therefore, we collect evidence
about privacy event durations and address this issue
within our model. However, we cannot take undetected privacy events into account not only because
they are not measurable but also because the TaaS
providers’ recommendations have to be based on evidence but speculations.

Computing risk and trust

The data collected by the TaaS need to be analyzed and
assessed against various aspects of risk and trust. JRTM
provides an aleatory approach for this purpose. Without
a tool like JRTM, the collected data would not be very
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easy to read, to understand and to compare, and therefore useful for many users. Moreover, such evaluation
requires a qualitative or quantitative scale accepted and
understood by the stakeholders.
In JRTM, risk and trust are modelled jointly by using
the evidences. The real risk is the risk that cannot be (or
is not) eliminated by the CSP. If the part of the security
risk δε, privacy risk δφ and the service risk δρ not eliminated by the CSP is lower than the CC can take (i.e., τε,
τφ and τρ), then the cloud service is viable for the CC.
We further elaborate on this relation at the end of this
section. As shown in (1), we perceive risk as the probabilities rε, rφ, and rρ that a security, privacy or service
event occurs, and trust as the probabilities tε, tφ and tρ
that the CSP can eliminate the events before they become security, privacy or service incidents.
δ x ¼ r x −ðr x  t x Þfor xinfε; φ; ρg

ð1Þ

This approach to model risk fits well for the dynamics
in cloud computing because of two reasons: Firstly, it
does not require that the TaaS provider assesses the consequence for the realization of a risk, which is very much
dependent on the CCs’ functions. Instead, the consequences are represented by the thresholdsτε, τΦand τρ
given by the CCs. We discuss the selection of thresholds
in Section “Due diligence and TaaS recommendation for
accepting a service”. Secondly, it does not need to assess
all threats and vulnerabilities. For a TaaS provider or
CC, it is not practical to list all threats and vulnerabilities because it is not likely that CSP will share all the
details about their physical architecture, platforms and
security systems with public, their CC or even with TaaS
providers.
JRTM predicts the expected number of events by
using the data about the past events as shown in Eqs.
(2), (3) and (4). The periodical data related to risks rε,
rΦ, and rρ are weighted based on their freshness as
given by (2), (3) and (4), where the Period i is the latest period, and rε(i), rΦ(i) and rρ(i) are the current risk
assessments for security, privacy and service respectively. The parameter ω in (2), (3) and (4) is the
weight parameter, and can be given any value between 0 and 1 including 0 and 1 (i. e. , {ω∈ ℜ |
0 ≤ ω ≤ 1}). The higher ω implies the lower level of
uncertainty and the higher level of influence by the
statistics in the last period. When it is 1, risk is determined based on the frequency of the incidents in
the last period and there is not any uncertainty for
the end result. When it is 0, risk is completely random according to the distribution and the statistics of
the observations.
S in (2), P in (3) and G in (4) are random variables
based on the probability distribution functions derived
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from the statistical analysis of the observations on the
ratios between security ε, privacy φ, service ρ events and
the number of CCs u in that period respectively. The security, privacy and service event ratios (i. e. , s = ε/u, p = φ/u
and g = ρ/u) are fit to a distribution and statistics (i.e., shape,
scale and location parameters), and this analysis for distribution and the statistics is repeated at the end of every
period. The random variables S : Ω → ℜ+, P : Ω → ℜ+ and
G : Ω → ℜ+ use these distributions and statistics in their
probability spaces, i.e., RS(Ω, ℑS, PS), RP(Ω, ℑP, PP) and RS(Ω,
ℑG, PG), respectively. Ω is the set of positive real numbers
including 0 (i. e., Ω ⊂ ℜ). ℑS is the security event rate (i.e.,
the number of service events per user in a period), ℑP is the
privacy event rate, and ℑG is the service event rate. PS is the
probability density function and statistics that fits best to
the security event data set (i. e., {ε0/u0, ε1/u1, …, εi/ui}), PP is
the probability density function and statistics that fits best
to the privacy event data set (i. e., {φ0/u0, φ1/u1, …, φi/ui})
and PG is the probability density function and statistics that
fits best to the service event data set (i.e., {ρ0/u0, ρ1/u1,…,
ρi/ui}) collected for a CSP. Please note that the distribution
and statistics for PS, PP and PG include the data from the
last period i.
εi
;
ui

ð2Þ

r φðiÞ ¼ ð1−ωÞP þ ω

φi
;
ui

ð3Þ

r g ðiÞ ¼ ð1−ωÞG þ ω

ρi
:
ui

ð4Þ

r εðiÞ ¼ ð1−ωÞS þ ω

The uncertainties in Eqs. 2 to 4 are treated as aleatory
by using random parameters. Stochastic uncertainties reflect variation in populations, and therefore imply the
existence of knowledge (i.e., large and analyzed data set).
That must be the reason why most of the available cloud
risk assessments are based on epistemic uncertainty
models, where uncertainties are due to the lack of knowledge. JRTM is developed for the mature stage of the
cloud ecosystems, and therefore aleatory uncertainty approach is preferred.
For service risks, a stochastic model is a natural fit.
However, security and privacy risks are in the essence
not random but based on the deliberate acts by adversaries. Still, stochastic processes can be used and therefore very often used to model security and privacy risks
when there is enough knowledge about their dynamics.
However, randomization may not be appropriate to
model security risks for special time periods, such as
war, or for special type of security attacks designed by
sophisticated attackers (i.e., first of its kind zero-day
exploit attacks). We are working also on the application
of the possibility and evidence theories instead of the
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probability theory [30] for the special cases of security
and privacy attacks.
We would like also to clarify one more time that we
recommend categorizing events and incidents due to denial of service (DoS) attacks as in the service risk domain, because a DoS attack is designed to diminish the
QoS or GoS, and therefore it is a service risk from the
perspective of consequences.
As shown in Eq. 1, the risk is based on the number of
expected events and the trust on CSP to eliminate
them before they cause harm. We explained the stochastic process to calculate the number of expected
events in the previous paragraphs. Now it is time to
elaborate on the trust part of our equations. Nevertheless, before that we would like to introduce our
penalty parameter α, which is for encouraging the
CSPs to report the incidents timely and accurately.
TaaS also collects the data about incidents from CCs
and from the other sources such as ENISA CSIR
framework [19]. TaaS Providers investigate the incidents reported by the other sources. If they find that
a proven incident is not reported by a CSP, the trust
value for the CSP decreases, which as a result increases the risk value for the CSP. In Eqs. (5) and
(6), αi is the penalty parameter for the CSP reporting
accuracy in Period i, qi is the number of incidents
not reported by the CSP in Period i, and λ is the
penalty degradation parameter which is a positive real
number larger than or equal to one (i.e., {λ∈ ℜ|
λ≥1}) selected by CC similar to the slope value γ.
TaaS providers assist CC to determine an appropriate
slope value. The higher the penalty degradation parameter λ is, the quicker it takes to forget the inaccurate reporting by a CSP.
8
; if αi‐1 ¼ 0
< λ−1
αc ¼ 1
; αi−1  λ > 1
ð5Þ
:
αi−1  λ ; otherwise
(
αi ¼

αc
αci
qi

; if qi ¼ 0
; otherwise ;
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added to the hard trust, and may have a negative or
a positive effect in overall trust value. Apart from soft
and hard part of the trust, we also have the penalty
parameter α introduced in (5) and (6). We capture
these relations through (7) to (15).
8
if ðt xh þ t xs Þ  α < 0;
< 0;
t x ¼ 1;
if ðt xh þ t xs Þ  α > 1; forxinfε; φ; ρg
:
ðt xh þ t xs Þ  α;
otherwise:
ð7Þ
Hard trust measurement is similar to risk assessment. In (8), (9) and (10), εei, φei and ρei is the number of subscribers whose all security, privacy and
service events are eliminated before they become incidents respectively at period i. Random variables Se :
Ω → ℜ+, Pe : Ω → ℜ+and Ge : Ω → ℜ+ generate random numbers according to the distributions and statistics of the ratios between the number of eliminated
security events and total number of security events (i.
e., se = εe/ε), the number of eliminated privacy events
and total number of privacy events (i. e., pe = φe/φ)
and between the number of eliminated service events
and the total number of service events (i. e., ge = ρe/ρ).
In (7), we have another random variable R : Ω → ℜ+,
which assigns random values according to the distributions and statistics of the values in privacy event
duration set D. The probability spaces for Se, Pe, Ge
and R are similar to S, P and G except for the data
used for the probability functions. Therefore, we are
not giving their formal definitions here.
t εhðiÞ ¼ ð1−ωÞS e þ ω
t φhðiÞ ¼

εei
:
εi



φ R
ð1−ωÞP e þ ω ei :
φi

t phðiÞ ¼ ð1−ωÞGe þ ω
ð6Þ

Trust parameters tε, tφ and tρ consist of two parts,
i.e., hard tεh, tφh, tρh and soft tεs, tφs, tρs , as shown in
(7). Hard part of trust is based on the architecture
(i.e., the security systems and capacity) of the CSP
and the content of SLA. Therefore, it is mostly related to evidence, and we calculate it purely based on
the performance of CSP. On the other hand, soft
trust is sensitive to the latest incidents and more sensitive to negative incidents when compared to positive
incidents. Typically trust and reputation are built
slowly but can be lost very quickly. Please note that
soft trust can be a negative value. Therefore, it is

ρei
ρi

ð8Þ

ð9Þ
ð10Þ

Soft parts of trust tεs(i), tφs(i) and tps(i) are calculated
based on the change in the performance of CSP. In Eq.
(12), the slope value γ is a positive real number larger
than or equal to one (i.e., {γ∈ ℜ | γ ≥ 1}) and represents
the relation of trust with the negative/positive change
(i.e., trend) in performance. If the performance of the
CSP worsens, the CSP loses its credibility quickly. The
sharpness of the drop in trust is related to the slope
value γ. On the other hand, it takes more effort and time
to gain trust as captured by (12).
d xðiÞ ¼

xei xeði−1Þ
−
xi
xi−1

forxinfε; φ; ρg;

ð11Þ
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8
<

t xsðiÞ

γ

d xðiÞ ;
if
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ


¼
: − γ d xðiÞ ; if

d xðiÞ ≥ 0;
d xðiÞ < 0;

forxinfε; φ; ρg
ð12Þ

Equation (1) captures risks for a single service. We extend them for CSMs in (13), (14) and (15), where AS, AP
and AG are the expected overall security, privacy and
service risk (i.e., the risk that cannot be eliminated by
the CSP) for CSMs respectively. The number of services
in a CSM is n, and ak is the number of alternative
services available for service k in the inter-cloud (all the
CSPs that can be accessed for this service). It is trivial to
see at (13) and (14) that the higher the number of
services compose a mashup, the higher the security and
privacy risks become. The same relation can also be
observed at (15) with a difference: the higher number of
alternatives decreases the service risk. We examine these
relations in more detail in Section “Experimental results”.
As ¼ 1−

n
Y
ð1−δ εk Þ;

ð13Þ

k¼1

Ap ¼ 1−

n 
Y


1−δ φk ;

ð14Þ

k¼1

AG ¼ 1−

n
Y
k¼1

1−

ak
Y

!
δ pkm

ð15Þ

m¼1

Since AS, AP and AG are stochastic processes, their result are not deterministic (i.e., includes uncertainty
through random variables). Therefore, a TaaS using our
model first needs to build confidence intervals for AS,
AP and AG (i.e., u(AS) < AS < v(AS), u(AP) < AP < v(AP)
and u(AG) < AG < v(AG)) according to the confidence
level λ given by the CC. For this, static Monte-Carlo
simulation can be used. After building the confidence
interval, the TaaS provider recommends the service
mashup if and only if, v(AS) < τε, v(AP) < τφ and v(AG)
< τρ, where τε, τφand τρ are the security, privacy and service risk thresholds agreed with the CC.
We would like to highlight that JRTM analyzes δε,
δφ, δρ for a CSP but not for a service. However, when
AS, AP or AG are being assessed, the services in the
mashup may be coming from different CSP, and
JRTM can compute the risk accordingly. Please note
that composing a service mashup is not the aim of
JRTM. JRTM is not a scheme to compare alternative
service mashups, either. The purpose of JRTM is to
assess if the risk of a CSM is below the acceptable
level for a CC. However, the services of a TaaS provider that employs JRTM can be used by another service for mashup composition [10] and selection,
because JRTM does not only assess if the risk of a
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service is acceptable but also assigns probabilities for
security, privacy and service risks. Therefore, JRTM
can be integrated into a “multi-criteria decision making with posterior articulation of user preferences
[11]” algorithm as follows:
Step 1: The set S = {CSM1, CSM2, CSMn} of alternative
CSM for a CC is given.
Step 2: JRTM computes security, privacy and service
risks for each CSM in S.
Step 3: The CSMs assessed as too risky (i.e., at least
one of the security, privacy or service risk probabilities
for the CSM is higher than the thresholds) are
removed from S, which creates the set S′ of feasible
CSM, i.e., S′ ⊂S.
Step 4: If S′ = ∅ (i.e., S′ is an empty set), the CC is
informed that there is no feasible CSM in S and the
process ends.
Else if |S′|=1 (i.e., S′ has only one element), the CC is
informed about the only feasible CSM and the process
ends.
Step 5: If CC is interested in only one risk domain (i.e.,
security, privacy and service), the CSMs in S′ is
ordered according to that domain, and the CC is
informed about the best CSM, which may be more
than one if multiple CSM has the same score. Please
note that this is very unlikely.
Else the non dominated set S″ of feasible CSMs, S″ ⊂
S′, is created. In S″, there is no CSM, which is worse in
all risk domains comparing to another CSM in S″, i.e.,
there is no CSM dominated by another CSM. After
this the CC is informed with S″ for posterior
articulation of CC preferences.
Step 6: The process ends.
Due diligence and TaaS recommendation for accepting a
service

To be complete, two further questions need to be answered: How can a CC determines τε, τφand τρ? How
can a TaaS provider assign the distributions and statistics
for S, P, G, Se, Pe, Ge and R when a CSP is registered first
time?
JRTM is in essence based on the expected rate of security, privacy and service incidents with some adjustments related to the tendency (i.e., increasing or
decreasing incident rates). Therefore, risk thresholds for
JRTM are intuitively clear and an experienced TaaS provider can make suggestions for them based on the assets
[18] that the CC would like to process or to store in the
cloud. Then the CC either agrees with or can ask justifications on them. When the thresholds are agreed, the
TaaS provider’s recommendation is that the assessed absolute risk is below the risk acceptable by the CC.
Hence, the acceptable level of risk is understood and
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agreed by the correct party, i.e., the CC, and can also be
based on a relative risk analysis [32]. For this, CCs do
not need to know the details about the technical architectures, their vulnerabilities and threats. Instead they
focus on a comprehensive and abstract risk probability
given based on practical evidence. Therefore, it is easier
for a CC to run a risk assessment based on the consequences and opportunities of the risks taken. A number
of recommendations may guide TaaS providers and CCs
in the definition of the risk profiles [18, 52].
There are multiple ways to answer the second question.
The TaaS provider can initialize S, P, G, Se, Pe, Ge and R
with the same distributions and statistics as the average of
the other CSP that have a similar architecture to the CSP
registered the first time. After this, the CCs may be provided with a recommendation by using larger confidence
intervals than the confidence level specified by the CCs
and warned about this fact.
Another difficulty in making the statistics is related to
temporal and geographic correlations of the risks. For example, a law such as “the data protection act” affects not
only one CSP but all CSP that have data center in the same
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country. Therefore, the impacts of this law should not be
reflected only to a CSP that has the experience due to this
law but also all the CSPs that have a data center in the same
country. Similarly, when this law changes or is removed, its
effects should be removed from the statistics associated
with all the CSP in the country. None of these changes the
essence of JRTM.

Experimental results
We run experiments by using Monte-Carlo simulation
methodology for three purposes: to have better
insight into our models; to examine the relations between independent engineering variables (i.e., freshness (ω), slope (γ) and period length) and dependent
variables (i.e., confidence intervals for security S, privacy P and service S risks); and, more importantly, to
verify our models. A subset of results from our experiments are depicted and analyzed in this section. For
the experiments, we generated random values for S,
P, G, Se , Pe, Ge and R. We factored our experiments
for the Poisson and Normal distributions and expected values to analyze the sensitivity of the model

Fig. 2 Upper bounds of security v(AS), privacy v(AP) and service v(AG) risks for various slope (γ) and freshness (ω) values
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against the statistical characteristics of our random
variables. Because of the stochastic nature of our
model, we repeated each experiment 50 times and
constructed the confidence intervals. For the other independent variables, we changed their value according
to our design of experiment, which is based on partial
factoring. The details about the value ranges for our
factoring parameters are clarified below, where we
analyze and explain some of the results.
In Fig. 2, the sensitivity of security AS, privacy AP
and service AG risks against the changes in independent engineering variables freshness (ω) and slope (γ)
are depicted. S, P and G are distributed according to
Poisson distribution with 0.02, which means 2% percent of users were subject to a security, privacy or a
service event in every period. In the last period, the
CSPs managed to eliminate 95% of all these events
before they become an incident. In the previous
period, this value is 93%. This indicates 2% improvement in the performance of CSPs in the average (i.e.,
the success in eliminating events before they become
incidents), which affects the soft trust according to
the slope (γ) value.
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As shown in Fig. 2, the effect of the changes in
slope value is not much, because it changes only the
soft trust, which should not contribute to the risk
perception in a major way when the change in CSP
performance is only 2% and positive. Most probably
this would be unrecognizable. On the other hand, the
effect of the freshness (ω) parameter is significant.
The reason for that is the change in the number of
events. In our experiments, the number of events in
the last period goes down from 0.02 to 0.002. With
the effect of soft trust, the model calculates risks as
almost 0, except for privacy, when risk perception is
based on only the events that happened in the last
period.
In the privacy risk calculation, the duration of incidents
before they get detected is also an important parameter.
In the experiments for the results shown in Fig. 2, the duration is Poisson distributed with 3 period lengths in the
average. Therefore, the privacy risk P is always above
0.0001 and around 60% higher comparing to the security
and service risks.
The difference of the experiments in Fig. 3 with respect to Fig. 2 is the change in the performance of CSPs.

Fig. 3 Upper bounds of security v(AS), privacy v(AP) and service v(AG) risks for various slope (γ) and freshness (ω)
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In Fig. 2, it is 0.2 and positive. In Fig. 3, it is again 0.2,
but this time it is negative, which means that the CSPs
become less successful in eliminating the events before
they become incidents (i.e., it goes down from 95% to
93%). The impact of this is trivial and the model captures it very well. First, the soft trust reduces because
this is a negative performance change, and therefore the
slope γ becomes more effective at the risk perception.
This is more significant when freshness ω is higher.
Nevertheless, the relation between freshness and slope
are not direct but indirect. When the risk perception is
higher, the effect of soft trust and therefore the slope
also becomes higher. Except for these differences, the
other relations between the independent and dependent
variables in Fig. 3 are almost the same as in Fig. 2.
If the slope value is higher, the improvement in CSP
performance is reflected to the risk perception slowly,
on the other hand, the degradation in CSP performance
is reflected to the risk perception more aggressively.
Therefore, there is always a positive relation with risk
and slope γ, which means that the higher the slope value
becomes, the higher the risk is perceived independent
from the tendency in the CSP performance. This
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behaviour is exactly what we expect from our model,
and observable in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
In Fig. 4, we examine the relation between slope and
the tendency in CSP performance more closely. We assign 0.85 for the event elimination performance in the
period before the last period. Then, we change the event
elimination rates between 0.95 and 0.75 for the last
period.
When there is no change in the CSP performance,
changing the slope value does not affect the risk perception. That is not a surprise, because slope is for
amplifying the effects of the performance change on
the soft trust. When the tendency is positive, which
means the performance of the CSP gets better in
eliminating events, the effect of the slope at the risk
perception is less comparing to the negative tendency.
Trust can be gained slowly and lost more quickly.
Therefore, we can tell that our model addresses the
soft trust effect as expected and explained in Section
“Related work and definitions”.
In Fig. 5, the relation between the number of services and risk is depicted for the same values as the
ones used for the experiments in Figs. 2 and 3. As

Fig. 4 Upper bounds of v(AS), v(AP) and v(AG) for various slope (γ) and CSP performance tendency (dε = dΦ = d) values
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illustrated in Fig. 5, there is a linear relation, and the
privacy risk is the most sensitive against the number
of services.
We also examine the sensitivity of risk against the
number of alternative services (i.e., available services
for the same service type within the inter-cloud.) We
observe that the number of alternative services does
not change the security or privacy risks. However, it
impacts on the service risk. When there is one alternative service in the average for each type of service
in a mashup made up of 11 service types, the service
risk is calculated as 0.0191. When the average number of alternatives becomes two, the service risk goes
down to 0.0001. When it is three in the average, the
risk becomes almost zero.
Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the privacy risk
against the average duration of events before they are
detected. Please note that the security and service risks
are not sensitive against the event duration. In our tests,
we examine the sensitivity of JRTM not only against the
average duration length but also the change in duration
length distribution (i.e., Poisson distribution and Normal
distribution with various standard deviations). We observed an interesting result for Normal distribution.
When standard deviation is as large as the average, the
risk perception gets higher. This fits with the intuition
because the higher variation means the higher uncertainty. Nevertheless, when the average gets higher, the
higher standard deviation may reduce the risk because it
also implies the lower privacy event durations.
Figure 7 depicts the security v(AS), privacy v(AP) and
service v(AG) risks for various period lengths. Figure 7
also shows the sensitivity of the model against the
changes in the event rates, because the longer the period
length becomes, the higher the number of events are observed in each period.
In Fig. 7, we also analyse the effect of changing the
distribution for the event occurrence. When we apply

Fig. 5 Upper bounds of security v(AS), privacy v(AP) and service
v(AG) risks for various number of services n in cloud service mashup
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Fig. 6 Upper bounds of privacy risk v(AP) for various average
durations of privacy incidents

the same average rates, the risks calculated for the
Normal distribution is higher. Please note that we assign a standard deviation equal to 10% of the average
for the Normal distribution. We observe an anomaly
at the plots for privacy risk v(AP) in Fig. 7. The privacy risk reduces at several points when the event rate
gets higher. That is because we do not increase the
event rate but the period length which causes the
event durations in the number of periods are reduced
when period lengths are increased. When privacy
event duration is reduced, that decreases privacy risk.
Therefore, we observe a decrease in privacy risk although the event rate increases.
In Fig. 8, the sensitivity of the model against the
changes in the penalty parameter α is depicted. Please
remember that the penalty parameter is for encouraging the CSPs to report incidents more timely and
accurately. As expected there is a linear relation between the risk values and the penalty parameter, and
the effect of a decrease in penalty value significantly
decreases the trust and increases the risk. This is
exactly what the parameter is designed for, and therefore verifies the model. There is an interesting observation from Fig. 8: The privacy risk is the highest
comparing to the service and security risks when no
penalty is applied (i.e., the penalty value is 1). The
higher the penalty is (i.e., the penalty value decreases),
the lower the difference between the service and privacy risks becomes. For penalty values 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3,
the service risk is higher than the privacy risk. The
reason for this is the effect of the trust in the model.
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Fig. 7 Upper bounds of security v(AS), privacy v(AP) and service v(AG) risk for various event rates, which also means various period length

Privacy risk does not decrease as much as the other
risks when the trust value becomes higher, because the
probability that a privacy incident cannot be detected
is higher comparing to the service and security risks.
Therefore, when the penalty reduces the positive effect
of the trust in the model, security and service risks become higher than privacy risk.
In Fig. 9, the likelihood for privacy, security and service risks are given for 44 CSPs registered in Security
Trust and Assurance Registry (STAR) [15] by Cloud
Security Alliance (CSA). Almost 300 CSP provided information about how they implemented controls for the security, privacy and service assurance in the STAR. The
likelihood value is the result of Cloud Adopted Risk
Assessment Model (CARAM) [11], which aggregates the
ENISA likelihood assessment [18] for cloud risks into

Fig. 8 Upper bounds of security v(AS), privacy v(AP) and service
v(AG) risk for various penalty (α) values

three domains (i.e., security, privacy and service) and applies to CSPs based on the data in STAR. The scale used
for likelihood is between 0 and 9. CARAM results are
not based on the historic data but vulnerabilities and
threats assessed by ENISA and the controls implemented by the CSPs. However, we can observe that privacy risk is higher than security and service risks, which
are close to each other, almost for every CSP. This supports the JRTM results depicted in Figs. 7 and 8.

Conclusions
Risk and trust are critical notions for cloud services and
closely related to each other. In literature, trust is stated
as the main barrier for potential subscribers before they
embrace cloud services. For realization of cloud computing, trust relation between the CC and the CSP has to
be established. This requires an in depth understanding
of risk and the accountability of the CSP. Cloud service
mash-ups exacerbate the complexity of accountability,
risk and trust relations among the CC and the CSP.
Therefore, practical services possibly in the form of TaaS
are required. A TaaS provider may use the data about
the reputation of a CSP, and the risk constraints of the
subscribers, to recommend or not to recommend a specific service to a subscriber.
A joint trust and risk model based on statistical data is
introduced for this purpose. The model, i.e., JRTM, addresses not only the security related risks but also the
risks related to privacy and the performance of the services. It is amenable to the automated treatment, allowing to represent the service chain, and to dynamically
monitor risk thresholds, according to profiles established
with the CC. JRTM differentiates the negative performance from the positive performance in risk assessment
based on the CC preferences. It also takes into account
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Fig. 9 The probability values calculated by CARAM for 44 CSPs in STAR

the freshness of the data about the performance of the
CSP again according to the parameters specified by the
CC. The model is practical for a TaaS and for cloud service mashups. Our initial experimentation verifies that
our model is aligned with the perception of risks and
trust as explained in the literature.
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